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Subject: Our OIA 2023/16: Request for public consulta<on for six expiring NZKS salmon farms
Date: Saturday, 16 September 2023 at 8:47:55 AM New Zealand Standard Time
From: Wendy McGuinness <wmcg@mcguinnessins<tute.org>
To:
CC: Patrick Shonakan <ps@mcguinnessins<tute.org>
A8achments: image001.jpg

Kia ora,
 
Official information request for public consultation for six expiring NZKS salmon farms
 
The Institute has just completed a piece of  research that has led to Discussion Paper 2023/04 – Exploring the
role of  aquaculture in our marine space. It is in final draft as we are waiting two further OIAs
2023/14 (DOC) and 2023/15 (MPI) however, I expect the responses will not impact the 17 recommendations. 
 
What became apparent is that the current resource consent process to permit the farming of  salmon enables
NZKS to apply to MDC to extend six of  their existing marine farms without requiring public consultation.
However, this can be rectified if  NZKS, when applying to extend the farms, was to explicitly request MDC to
undertake a public consultation process.
 
We are writing to ask if  New Zealand Superannuation Fund (who owns just over 9% of  NZKS’s shares, see
page 61 of  NZKS 2023 annual report), would consider asking the NZKS Board to request public consultation
on all six expiring farms. The farms are due to expire in December 2024. The attached discussion paper
explains how this current process came about in detail.
 
Please note the other two major shareholders are based overseas and are unlikely to have an interest in our
environment (see list below).
 
Given the above, we are writing in the hope that the New Zealand Superannuation Fund (NZSF) might have
some sway in ensuring NZKS requests MDC to undertake a public consultation process. We note the NZSF
has been positioned by government, and has actively sought to position itself, as a leader in stewardship. For
example:
 

2023 Statement of  Investment Policies, Standards and Procedures (especially 5.1.1 and 5.2.3)
Signatory to the 2022 Stewardship Code Aotearoa New Zealand. The industry-led code brings transparency and
accountability to the practice of  stewardship, also called active ownership.(especially Principle 3: Incorporate
material ESG matters – Signatories will incorporate material ESG matters in their investment decision
making, to seek to achieve the goals of  effective stewardship and Principle 7: Collaborate and advocate
for change)

 
Our specific questions are as follows:
 
Question 1: Does the NZSF have a seat on the NZKS Board? If  no, is there any discussion at this time of  the
NZSF requesting a seat on the NZKS Board?
 
Question 2: If  NZSF is not on the NZKS Board, what is the process that is undertaken by NZSF to be
informed of  current and emerging issues faced by the NZKS company?
 
Question 3: Was NZSF aware of  the expiry of  the six farms in 2024? If  yes, was NZSF aware of  the current
process, which results in ‘no public consultation’? If  yes, does NZSF have a view on this?
 
Question 4: Would NZSF consider raising this issue with the NZKS Board, in particular asking the company
to request a public consultation process when reapplying to extent any or all of  the six expiring farms?
 
Salmon farming in the Marlborough Sounds has always been a questionable activity and we believe public
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consultation is the best process to deliver NZKS a social licence and to deliver the environment an effective
set of  protections (e.g. better conditions are likely to be put in place through public consultation).
 
If  you have any questions or points of  clarification, please do not hesitate to contact me.
 
Many thanks,
 
Wendy McGuinness
Chief  Executive
 
PS: Please see below the full list of  NZKS’s 20 largest shareholders (an excerpt from the 2023 NZKS Annual
Report)
 

 
McGuinness Institute Te Hononga Waka
Level 1, 15 Allen Street, Wellington 6011 | PO Box 24-222 Wellington 6142
+64 4 499 8888 | www.mcguinnessinstitute.org
 
The McGu nness Inst tute s a non-part san th nk tank work ng towards a susta nab e future, contr but ng strateg c fores ght through
ev dence-based research and po cy ana ys s.
 
D sc a mer: Th s ema  s ntended on y to be read or used by the addressee. It s confident a  and may conta n ega y pr v eged
nformat on. If you are not the addressee nd cated n th s message (or respons b e for de very of the message to such person), you
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may not copy or de ver th s message to anyone, and you shou d destroy th s message and k nd y not fy the sender by rep y ema .
Confident a ty and ega  pr v ege are not wa ved or ost by reason of m staken de very to you.
 
 
 




